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ABSTRACT

Parameterization of the unresolved vertical transport in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) is one of the key physics algorithms in atmospheric models. This study attempts to represent the subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulent transport in convective boundary layers (CBLs) at gray-zone resolutions by investigating the effects of grid-size dependency in the vertical heat transport parameterization for CBL simulations. The SGS transport profile is parameterized based on the 2013 conceptual derivation by Shin and Hong. First, nonlocal transport via strong updrafts and local transport via the remaining small-scale eddies are separately calculated. Second, the SGS nonlocal transport is formulated by multiplying a grid-size dependency function with the total nonlocal transport profile fit to the large-eddy simulation (LES) output. Finally, the SGS local transport is formulated by multiplying a grid-size dependency function with the total local transport profile, which is calculated using an eddy-diffusivity formula. The new algorithm is evaluated against the LES output and compared with a conventional nonlocal PBL parameterization.

For ideal CBL cases, by considering the scale dependency in the parameterized vertical heat transport, improvements over the conventional nonlocal $K$-profile model appear in mean profiles, resolved and SGS vertical transport profiles with their grid-size dependency, and the energy spectrum. Real-case simulations for convective rolls show that the simulated roll structures are more robust with stronger intensity when the new algorithm is used.

1. Introduction

Hopes for kilometer- or sub-kilometer-scale numerical simulations have been realized in recent decades thanks to increase in computing power. Many operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) centers are now running their models using 2–10-km horizontal resolution (Davies et al. 2005; Saito et al. 2006; Charles and Colle 2009; Baldauf et al. 2011; Seity et al. 2011), and some will be reaching sub-kilometer grid size within a few years (Hong and Dudhia 2012). Several research communities have run kilometer-scale cloud-resolving models (CRMs) since the late 1980s (e.g., Weisman et al. 1988), and recently, a 100-m-resolution large-eddy simulation (LES) with a domain of 205 km $\times$ 205 km $\times$ 27 km was conducted for cloud systems (Khairoutdinov et al. 2009).

A number of previous studies have reported the advantages of kilometer-scale high-resolution modeling against coarser-resolution modeling, in qualitative and quantitative views (Weisman et al. 2008; Davis et al. 2008; Clark et al. 2009; Langhans et al. 2013). Moreover, the resolution at 1–4 km has been deemed as cloud-resolving scale because this grid mesh size is comparable to or smaller than the cloud diameter and cumulus parameterization schemes (CPSs) can be turned off “in the view of cloud microphysics” (i.e., the cloud fraction of a grid is either 0 or 1 at this resolution) (Arakawa et al. 2011). However, limitations and uncertainties still persist regarding the physics processes occurring at subgrid
scales (Bryan et al. 2003; Moeng et al. 2010; Bryan and Morrison 2012; Moeng and Arakawa 2012). The kilometer-resolution CRMs can resolve the bulk characteristics of convective cloud systems, but a grid spacing of $O(100)\,\text{m}$ is needed to resolve an inertial subrange of the systems “in the view of turbulence” and to appropriately use the LES subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence model for their design (Bryan et al. 2003). That is, the gray-zone problem of the SGS turbulence models arises.

The gray zone for the SGS turbulence models is also called “terra incognita” by the pioneering study addressing this issue (Wyngaard 2004). In brief, in terra incognita, the energy-containing turbulence scale ($l$) and the scale of the spatial filter ($\Delta$) are comparable, and none of the traditional turbulence modeling methods was designed for this resolution (i.e., LES ($\Delta \ll l$) or mesoscale modeling using one-dimensional parameterizations ($\Delta \gg l$)). In deep moist convection and convective boundary layers (CBLs), $l$ has a size of order of a kilometer, indicating that errors related to assumptions in the parameterizations are expected in the near-kilometer resolution simulations (e.g., Bryan et al. 2003; LeMone et al. 2010, hereafter L10; Moeng et al. 2010; Fiori et al. 2010; Honnert et al. 2011; Ching et al. 2014).

In the present study, we focus on the gray-zone problem in CBLs at an intermediate scale between LES and PBL parameterization.

The gray-zone problem causes conflicting simulation results, according to the magnitude and/or contribution of a nonlocal transport term in the SGS turbulence model used. Here, the nonlocal transport is defined as the vertical transport via strong updrafts of coherent structures (e.g., thermals, rolls, and cells) (Siebesma and Cuijpers 1995; Siebesma et al. 2007). When the PBL parameterizations including the nonlocal transport term (i.e., nonlocal PBL parameterizations) are used in the gray zone and the nonlocal term is large to such a degree that the coherent structures are considered as completely SGS, the SGS turbulent transport is excessively estimated such that resolved motions are weakened (e.g., Honnert et al. 2011; LeMone et al. 2013; Ching et al. 2014). The conventional nonlocal PBL parameterizations express the nonlocal transport through a mass-flux term (e.g., Pleim 2007; Siebesma et al. 2007; Pergaud et al. 2009) or a gradient-adjustment gamma term (e.g., Troen and Mahrt 1986; Holtslag and Boville 1993; Hong et al. 2006). On the other hand, the local SGS models bring the opposite results. The local SGS models include the LES-type SGS models (e.g., Deardorff-type turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) model) and local PBL schemes (e.g., Mellor–Yamada-type TKE scheme). When only local models are used without the nonlocal term, the SGS vertical transport tends to be underestimated, resulting in overestimation of the resolved part (Takemi and Rotunno 2003; Cheng et al. 2010; Honnert et al. 2011; LeMone et al. 2013). Therefore, through a practical point of view, how to accurately estimate the nonlocal SGS transport in the gray zone while leaving a correct amount of energy for the resolved motion is a prime question for solving the gray-zone problem.

Recently, Shin and Hong (2013, hereafter SH13) computed the grid-size dependencies of SGS nonlocal and local vertical transports in CBLs at gray-zone resolutions, using a 25-m-resolution LES as the benchmark. They produced reference data for gray-zone grid spacing by spatially filtering the benchmark LES. The reference data at each grid size ($\Delta$) show the amount of SGS vertical transport that has to be parameterized at $\Delta$. SH13 showed that the nonlocal part determines the scale dependency of the total (nonlocal plus local) SGS transport. This is consistent with the key finding of Honnert et al. (2011), who revealed that the inclusion of the mass-flux term is more important than the formulation of eddy diffusivity in determining the grid-size dependency of the parameterized transport in the gray zone.

Figure 1 presents the vertical profiles of the domain-averaged SGS nonlocal and local heat transports derived from the reference data for a CBL forced by strong surface heat flux ($\omega'\theta'_{\text{SFC}} = 0.20\,\text{K}\,\text{m}\,\text{s}^{-1}$) and moderate geostrophic wind ($U_g = 10.0\,\text{m}\,\text{s}^{-1}$). A brief description of the reference data is included in the appendix. The magnitude of the SGS nonlocal transport is larger than that of its local counterpart throughout most of the CBL. The strong updrafts (i.e., the nonlocal transport) play a role in cooling the surface layer and heating the mixed layer, and they produce negative heat flux in the entrainment zone (Fig. 1a). This finding is consistent with that of Hellsten and Zilitinkevich (2013), who used time-averaging filtering and Fourier filtering to separate the convective organized structures and background turbulence. The remaining background turbulence operates in opposite directions to the strong updrafts in the surface layer and entrainment zone (Fig. 1b). The magnitudes of the SGS nonlocal and local transport terms decrease according to grid size at different rates, but the role of each term is maintained with varying grid size.

In this study, we investigate the effects of scale dependency in parameterized vertical transport on CBL simulations at gray-zone resolutions by suppressing the role of SGS parameterization using explicit grid-size dependency functions derived by SH13. Note that the study of SH13 was limited to formulating the grid-size functions and determining factors that affect the functions. Here, we extend the work to the application of the formula to CBL simulations by designing a vertical
transport algorithm and evaluating its performance in a three-dimensional model framework. Recently, there have been several studies that modified existing PBL parameterizations for improving their performance in the gray zone [Boutle et al. (2014) for a K-profile model; Honnert et al. (2014) for a mass-flux scheme; Ito et al. (2014) for the Mellor–Yamada scheme]. To the author’s knowledge, however, there is no literature that both evaluated the gray-zone PBL parameterization against LES results and applied it to real-case simulations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the algorithm for reducing the SGS vertical transport according to grid size. Its effects are evaluated for idealized CBL simulations and real-case convective roll simulations in section 3. Summary and conclusions follow in the final section.

2. An algorithm for resolution-dependent SGS transport

To reduce the SGS heat transport according to grid size (Fig. 1), we design a new SGS model based on SH13. The nonlocal and local fluxes are separately parameterized as in the conventional nonlocal PBL schemes because they have different scale dependencies.

a. Nonlocal heat transport

To parameterize the subgrid-scale nonlocal heat transport at resolution $\Delta$, the total nonlocal transport profile ($\langle w'\theta'\rangle_{NL}$; hereafter, the angle brackets refer to a domain average) is modeled and then multiplied by

$$P_{NL}(\Delta_{cs}) [\Delta(\Delta_{cs} z_i) = \Delta_0/C_{cs}, \text{ where } \Delta_0 = \Delta/z_i; z_i \text{ is the PBL height and } C_{cs} \text{ is a stability function}]:$$

$$\langle w'\theta'\rangle_{S(\Delta_{NL})} = \langle w'\theta'\rangle_{NL} P_{NL}(\Delta_{cs}), \quad (1)$$

$$P_{NL}(\Delta_{cs}) = \frac{0.243}{(\Delta_{cs})^2} + \frac{0.936(\Delta_{cs})^{7/8}}{(\Delta_{cs})^2 + 0.312(\Delta_{cs})^{7/8}} + 0.329 + 0.757,$$

$$C_{cs} = a_{cs}[\tanh(b_{cs}|u_*/w_*| + c_{cs}) + d_{cs}] + e_{cs}. \quad (3)$$

In Eq. (1), the superscripts $S$ and NL designate SGS and nonlocal, respectively. The term $P_{NL}(\Delta_{cs})$ (Fig. 2a; for $C_{cs} = 1$) is the grid-size dependency function of the SGS nonlocal heat transport suggested by SH13, and an empirical function fit into the reference data for a free-convection case.

SH13 showed that the gray-zone grid size, where the resolved and SGS partitions are equal, increases as $u_*/w_*$ increases for $u_*/w_*$ in a certain limit: $u_*$ is the surface friction velocity and $w_*$ is the convective velocity scale. This is because the coherent large-eddy structures change from thermal circulations ($\sim 1.5z_i$) to horizontal rolls ($\sim 3z_i$), and the energy spectral peak moves to a larger scale. The quantity $C_{cs}$ is a stability function defined for applying this effect to the grid-size dependency (Fig. 2b). The coefficients $a_{cs} - e_{cs}$ in Eq. (3) are determined to satisfy the conditions below:

![Fig. 1. Vertical profiles of the domain-averaged (a) SGS nonlocal and (b) SGS local heat transports for $\Delta = 250$ m (thin solid), 500 m (thin dotted), 1000 m (thin dot–dot–dashed), and 8000 m (thick solid), normalized by surface heat flux.](image)
For $u_*/w_* < 0.25$: $C_{cs} = 1.0$ (a condition for thermal circulations, horizontal size of $1.0-1.5z_i$).
- For $0.35 < u_*/w_* < 0.65$: $C_{cs} = 2.0$ (a condition for convective rolls, horizontal size of $2-3z_i$).
- For $u_*/w_*> 0.75$: $C_{cs} = 1.0$ (a condition for streaky structures).
- $C_{cs}$ has a smooth transition between the intervals.

The resultant coefficients are as follows: $a_{cs} = 0.5$, $b_{cs} = -40.0$, $c_{cs} = -0.5$, $d_{cs} = 8.0$, and $e_{cs} = 3.0$. By including the stability effects, $P_{NL}(\Delta w_{cs})$ has a smaller value in the roll circulation case than in the thermal circulation case at the same grid mesh, which is consistent with the finding by SH13.

The nonlocal transport profile ($\langle w'\theta' \rangle^{NL}$) (Fig. 2c) is designed to fit the domain-averaged LES profile (i.e., the transport profile for $\Delta = 8000$ m shown in Fig. 1a) and is composed of three physical parts: surface-layer cooling, mixed-layer heating, and entrainment. Each part is expressed by a linear function of $z_*$ ($z_* = z_i$):

$$
\langle w'\theta' \rangle^{NL} = \begin{cases} 
\langle w'\theta' \rangle_{SL}^{NL} = A_1 z_* + B_1 : & 0.0 \leq z_* \leq \delta_{*SL} \\
\langle w'\theta' \rangle_{ML}^{NL} = A_2 z_* + B_2 : & \delta_{*SL} \leq z_* \leq 1.0 - \delta_{*EZ} \\
\langle w'\theta' \rangle_{EZ}^{NL} = A_3 z_* + B_3 : & 1.0 - \delta_{*EZ} \leq z_* \leq 1.0 
\end{cases}
$$

Here $\delta_{*SL} = 0.075$ is used, from Fig. 1a. The variable $\delta_{*EZ} = \delta_{EZ}/z_i$, where $\delta_{EZ}$ is the thickness of the entrainment zone. The thickness of the entrainment zone is estimated according to Deardorff et al. (1980), with modified coefficients by Noh et al. (2003): $\delta_{EZ}/z_i = d_1 + d_2 R_i^{-1}$. The quantities $d_1 = 0.02$ and $d_2 = 0.05$. The term $R_i = (g/T_0)z_i \Delta \theta/w_m^2$ is the convective Richardson number. Note that although the entrainment layer depth is a key parameter in modeling the boundary layer, there is no universally accepted definition of the entrainment zone (Brooks and Fowler 2012), and its parameterization is highly questionable. Despite the uncertainty, we select the Deardorff’s method as it has been used and evaluated in several models (Noh et al. 2003; Kim et al. 2006).

The coefficients $A_{1-3}$ and $B_{1-3}$ in Eq. (4) are determined as below.

- From Fig. 1a, $B_1 = 0$:
  - $\langle w'\theta' \rangle_{SL}^{NL}(z_*) = \delta_{*SL} = A_1 \delta_{*SL} = \langle w'\theta' \rangle_{ML}^{NL}(z_*) = \delta_{*SL}$
  - $A_1 = \langle w'\theta' \rangle_{ML}^{NL}(z_*) = \delta_{*SL}/\delta_{*SL}$
  - $\langle w'\theta' \rangle_{ML}^{NL}(z_*) = \delta_{*SL} = A_2 \delta_{*SL} + B_2$

$$
| A_2 | \begin{bmatrix} \delta_{*SL} \\ 1.0 - \delta_{*EZ} \end{bmatrix}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix} \langle w'\theta' \rangle_{ML}^{NL}(z_*) \delta_{*SL} \end{bmatrix}
$$

- $A_2 = \begin{bmatrix} \delta_{*SL} \\ 1.0 - \delta_{*EZ} \end{bmatrix}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix} \langle w'\theta' \rangle_{ML}^{NL}(z_*) \delta_{*SL} \end{bmatrix}$

$$
B_2 = \begin{bmatrix} \delta_{*SL} \\ 1.0 - \delta_{*EZ} \end{bmatrix} \langle w'\theta' \rangle_{ML}^{NL}(z_*) \delta_{*SL}
$$

$$
\begin{bmatrix} A_2 \\ B_2 \end{bmatrix}
$$

Fig. 2. (a) Grid-size dependency functions for SGS nonlocal $P_{NL}(\Delta w_{cs})$ for $C_{cs} = 1$: solid, Eq. (2) and local $P_t(\Delta w_*)$: dotted, Eq. (7) vertical heat transports, (b) stability dependency function $C_{cs}$: Eq. (3)], and (c) total nonlocal vertical heat transport profile [Eq. (4)].
• \( \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{NL} (z_o = 1.0 - \delta_{NL}) = A_3 (1.0 - \delta_{NL}) + B_3 = 0 \)
  
  \( \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{NL} (z_o = 1.0) = A_3 + B_3 = A_{RNL} \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{SFC} \)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  A_3 \\
  B_3
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  1.0 - \delta_{NL} & 1.0 \\
  1.0 & 1.0
\end{bmatrix}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix}
  0.0 \\
  A_{RNL} \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{SFC}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

To close the system, \( \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{NL} (z_o = \delta_{NL}) \) and \( A_{RNL} = \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{NL} (z_o = 1.0) / \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{SFC} \) must be predetermined. Lenschow (1974) suggested that \( \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{ML} (z_o = \delta_{ML}) = 1.0 - 1.15 \delta_{NL} \) for \( 0 < \delta_{NL} \leq 0.87 \). We define \( f_{nl} = \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{NL} (z_o = \delta_{NL}) / \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{ML} (z_o) \), which is the ratio of nonlocal heat flux to total heat flux, and set \( f_{nl} = 0.7 \) in accordance with SH13 (cf. their Fig. 7). Then, \( \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{ML} (z_o = \delta_{SL}) \) is determined. Note that \( f_{nl} \) could be a variable rather than a constant (LeMone 1976; Young 1988; Couvreux et al. 2010), while there is no established value for \( f_{nl} \) yet.

The variable \( A_{RNL} \) can be estimated as proportional to the entrainment flux ratio \( A_R = \langle w' \theta' \rangle (z_o = 1.0) / \langle w' \theta' \rangle_{SFC} \). \( A_{RNL} = f_{ent} A_R \), and \( f_{ent} = A_{RNL}/A_R = 2.0 \) is from an empirical fitting. For computing \( A_R \), the method suggested by Conzemius and Fedorovich (2006b) is used:

\[
A_R = \frac{w^3}{w^3} = \frac{0.2}{1 - 0.4Ri_{GS}}. \tag{5}
\]

Here \( w_m \) is a combined turbulence velocity scale that includes both shear and buoyancy effects (Moeng and Sullivan 1994); \( w^3 = w^3 + 5u^3 \). The quantity \( Ri_{GS} \) is the Richardson number associated with the entrainment zone shear. This method [Eq. (5)] considers surface- and entrainment-layer wind shear, as well as the surface fluxes. Via the grid-size dependency function \( [P_{NL} (\Delta \theta_{cs})] \) and the nonlocal entrainment flux ratio \( (A_{RNL}) \), the prescribed profile includes the effects of surface and entrainment-layer wind shear as well as the surface fluxes, while being still limited to dry CBLs and not covering moist convection situations (e.g., cloudy boundary layers).

Note that the prescribed nonlocal transport profile is a complete change from the nonlocal term in the K-profile models. That is, \( \langle w' \theta' \rangle (\delta_{NL}) \) in Eq. (1) replaces the sum of \( K_H \gamma_H \) and the explicit entrainment term in the Yonsei University (YSU) model (Hong et al. 2006), or replaces \( K_H \gamma_H \) in the models by Troen and Mahrt (1986) and Holtslag and Boville (1993). The variable \( K_H \) is the vertical diffusivity for heat, and \( \gamma_H \) is the gradient-adjustment term for heat. As will be shown in section 3a, the traditional nonlocal term does not well describe the updrafts-induced vertical heat transport profiles.

b. Local heat transport

The local heat transport is parameterized, using the eddy-diffusivity formulation. An explicit grid-size-dependent function, \( P_L (\Delta \theta) \) (Fig. 2a), is considered in computing the vertical diffusivity \( (K_H) \), in order to suppress the parameterized transport as grid size decreases:

\[
\langle w' \theta' \rangle (\delta(z)) = -K_H (\Delta \theta) \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial z} = -K_{H,PBL} P_L (\Delta \theta) \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial z}.
\tag{6}
\]

\[
P_L (\Delta \theta) = 0.280 \frac{(\Delta \theta)^2 + 0.870(\Delta \theta)^{1/2} - 0.913}{(\Delta \theta)^2 + 0.153(\Delta \theta)^{1/2} + 0.278} + 0.720.
\tag{7}
\]

In Eq. (6), the superscript \( L \) and subscript \( H \) refer to local and heat, respectively. The stability function \( (C_{cs}) \) is not used in the local transport, since SH13 showed that the CBL stability mainly changes the resolution dependency of the nonlocal transport, and its effects on the local part are relatively small. The variable \( K_{H,PBL} \) is the vertical diffusivity used in the conventional PBL parameterization.

Here, we select the prescribed K-profile in the YSU PBL scheme (Hong et al. 2006) as \( K_{H,PBL} \):

\[
K_{H,PBL} = \kappa w_z \frac{z}{H} \left( 1 - \frac{z}{H} \right)^2.
\tag{8}
\]

where \( \kappa \) is the von Kármán constant (0.4), and \( w_z \) is the mixed-layer velocity scale. The variable \( h \) is the PBL height used in the YSU PBL scheme, and the bulk Richardson number is zero at \( h \).

The model calculates an appropriate amount of the SGS transport for the typical LES grid sizes [i.e., \( P_{NL} \sim 0.04 \) and \( P_L \sim 0.08 \), for \( \Delta \theta = 0.05 \) and \( C_{cs} = 1 \)], even though the model is not based on the isotropic turbulence theory in the LES limit. On the other hand, the SGS transport in the model becomes zero as \( \Delta \theta < 0.025 \), rather than converging to that of LES, because the grid-size dependency functions \( [P_{NL} \text{ and } P_L] \) approach zero at the limit (cf. Fig. 2a). An ideal gray-zone parameterization may have a smooth transition from a one-dimensional PBL parameterization to a three-dimensional LES SGS model, not only in terms of the amount of the SGS transport, but also the formula, while the dimension issue (transition from 1D to 3D) and the numerical diffusion issue (horizontal diffusion based on physical versus numerical reasons) complicate the problem. There was an attempt to blend a 1D PBL parameterization and the vertical diffusion part of an LES SGS model, by blending their length scales (Boutle et al. 2014), while the dimension and numerical issues still remain unsolved.
Table 1. Boundary layer statistics at $2t_0$ [$t_0 = 6\tau_0$, is the time required for the dynamic flow field to reach a statistically quasi-equilibrium state (Moeng and Sullivan 1994)] for the benchmark LES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\bar{w}\theta_{\text{SFC}}$ (K m s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$U_g$ (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$w_0$ (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$u_0$ (m s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$z_i$ (m)</th>
<th>$\tau_0$ (s)</th>
<th>$L_{\text{MO}}$ (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BF</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.864</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>996.98</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>-53.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.152</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>937.97</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>-170.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Evaluation

a. Idealized simulations

1) MODEL SETUP

Four CBL cases in SH13 are simulated for 4 h using the new algorithm at $\Delta = 250$, 500, and 1000 m, and the results of two cases among them—the cases forced by $(\bar{w}\theta_{\text{SFC}}, U_g) = (0.20 \text{ K m s}^{-1}, 10.0 \text{ m s}^{-1})$ [the buoyancy driven (B) as well as wind forced (F) (BF) case in SH13] and $(\bar{w}\theta_{\text{SFC}}, U_g) = (0.05 \text{ K m s}^{-1}, 10.0 \text{ m s}^{-1})$ [the weaker-shear (SW) case in SH13]—are presented in this study. The CBL stability parameter, $u_0/w_0$, is 0.27 for the BF and 0.41 for the SW, and the SW case meets the conditions for the appearance of the horizontal convective rolls (Moeng and Sullivan 1994). The results for the other two cases (i.e., the BT and SS cases in SH13) are similar to those for BF and SW simulations, and not presented here [cf. the BT case is buoyancy driven (B), and organized thermals (T) appear; the SS case is the stronger-shear case]. Boundary layer statistics for the benchmark LES runs are summarized in Table 1.

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model (Skamarock et al. 2008) is used for the simulations. The experimental setup is identical to the benchmark LES setup (the appendix), except for the SGS vertical diffusion scheme and horizontal resolution (cf. Table 2). In the WRF model, the third-order Runge–Kutta time integration scheme is used for the temporal discretization of the governing equations for low-frequency modes, and a time-split integration scheme is adopted for high-frequency modes. For the spatial discretization, the fifth-order (third order) accurate finite-differencing advection scheme is applied for horizontal (vertical) advection, and an Arakawa C-grid system is used. The domain size is $8^2$ km$^2$ for the numerical simulations with $\Delta = 250 \text{ m}$, as in the benchmark LES (Table 2 and the appendix). The domain size is enlarged to $16^2$ and $32^2$ km$^2$ for the simulations with $\Delta = 500$ and 1000 m, in order to make the simulation domain sufficiently larger than the corresponding effective resolution [6–7$\Delta$, in Skamarock (2004)]. To compare the performance of the new algorithm with that of a conventional K-profile PBL model, the YSU experiment is also conducted; the YSU PBL parameterization (Hong et al. 2006) is used as the vertical mixing algorithm for all resolutions. The three-dimensional TKE-based SGS model (Deardorff 1980) is used for horizontal diffusion, in addition to the one-dimensional PBL scheme for vertical diffusion. Important features of each experiment are summarized in Table 2.

The simulation results are evaluated in comparison with the reference data (hereafter REF) for the periods $t_0$–3$t_0$, not otherwise specified. Here $t_0 = 6\tau_0$ ($\tau_0$: the large-eddy turnover time) is the time required for the dynamic flow field of the benchmark LES runs to reach a statistically quasi-equilibrium state (Moeng and Sullivan 1994). The variable $t_0$ is roughly 3600 and 5400 s for the BF and SW cases, respectively. Note that in the idealized simulations and section 3a, $u$ is the wind parallel to $U_g$.

2) TEMPERATURE AND HEAT TRANSPORT PROFILES

Figure 3 shows the simulated potential temperature profiles for the NEW and YSU experiments. The NEW experiment reproduces the LES profiles well (Figs. 3a,c) except for the small differences between the resolutions near $z_i$ at $t_0$, while the differences almost disappear at 3$t_0$. The YSU PBL scheme is less dependent on $\Delta$ (Figs. 3b,d) because the scheme is designed for parameterizing the total transport profile regardless of $\Delta$ (cf. Fig. 4d). The stability in the upper mixed layer is weaker and more realistic in the NEW experiment, while the YSU PBL overestimates the sharpness of the profile near the top of the boundary layer. The improvement in the mean profiles by the new algorithm is mainly due to the

Table 2. Summary of vertical and horizontal SGS turbulence models, vertical and horizontal grid size, number of horizontal grids, and horizontal domain size for the benchmark LES, reference data (REF), and NEW and YSU experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vertical SGS</th>
<th>Horizontal SGS</th>
<th>Vertical grid size (m)</th>
<th>Horizontal grid size (m)</th>
<th>No. of grids</th>
<th>Domain size (km$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark LES</td>
<td>3D TKE</td>
<td>3D TKE</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>320$^2$</td>
<td>$8^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference (REF)</td>
<td>Filtered from the LES</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>250, 500, 1000</td>
<td>32$^2$, $16^2$, $8^2$</td>
<td>$8^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>3D TKE</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>250, 500, 1000</td>
<td>32$^2$</td>
<td>$8^2$, $16^2$, $32^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSU</td>
<td>YSU</td>
<td>3D TKE</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>250, 500, 1000</td>
<td>32$^2$</td>
<td>$8^2$, $16^2$, $32^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Domain size is extended to $16^2$ and $32^2$ km$^2$ for $\Delta = 500$ and 1000 m, respectively.
“total” nonlocal transport profile fit to the LES data [Eq. (4)] rather than to the inclusion of the grid-size dependency function, in that the improvement appears also at $\Delta = 1000 \text{ m}$ where the amount of the SGS transport is comparable to the total transport (cf. Fig. 1).

The total heat transport and its separation into the resolved and SGS parts are shown in Fig. 4, for the case BF. The new method calculates the SGS heat transport similar to that in the reference (Fig. 4a), despite its simplicity. The algorithm slightly underestimates the SGS flux in the PBL, but the overestimation of the resolved vertical transport compensates for the shortage (Figs. 4b, c). In the entrainment zone as the SGS transport reduces via the grid-size dependency functions the resolved transport becomes larger, which is consistent with the reference. The YSU scheme also reproduces the reference total heat flux (Fig. 4f), but the SGS (Fig. 4d) and resolved (Fig. 4e) transports are only slightly dependent on the resolution and do not follow the reference data. The YSU scheme parameterizes all the heat transport regardless of the resolution, suppressing the resolved motions (cf. LeMone et al. 2013; Ching et al. 2014).

The SGS transport profile is composed of nonlocal and local components (Fig. 5). The NEW experiment reproduces the basic role of the nonlocal transport (i.e., surface-layer cooling, mixed-layer heating, and entrainment; Fig. 5a) because the simple profile is designed to imitate it (cf. section 2a). However, the magnitude of the flux is underestimated in the surface layer and entrainment zone, and slightly overestimated in the mixed layer. The local flux makes up for the defects of the nonlocal
part (Fig. 5b) while maintaining its role of heating the boundary layer [i.e., $-\partial (w^2^\prime) \theta^\prime / \partial z > 0$ roughly up to $z_i$ in both REF and NEW]. The local flux near the PBL top is an exception; the local flux from the NEW experiment has negative values while that from the REF has positive values. Several studies showed that the heat flux by the small-scale turbulence is not always negative in the entrainment layer (Kaiser and Fedorovich 1998; Hellsten and Zilitinkevich 2013), while its representation via the eddy-diffusivity formula always results in the negative flux by definition. The reference local transport profile is consistent with the two studies (e.g., Figs. 5b,d), whereas there are also many studies showing the negative heat flux by the small-scale turbulence in the entrainment layer. It is worth noting that as SH13 mentioned the conditional sampling method used for separating nonlocal and local transports only consider updrafts and have limitations especially for variables that are largely affected by the organized entrainment events.

The nonlocal term in the YSU PBL scheme (i.e., the gamma term) does not follow the reference data (Fig. 5c). It calculates cooling from the surface to the middle of the CBL (i.e., $-\partial (w^2^\prime) \theta^\prime / \partial z < 0$), whereas the cooling by the NL transport is limited to the surface layer in the REF. This results in the local component from the YSU model having the larger heating up to the middle of the CBL, while the amount of heating decreases above the surface layer in the REF (Fig. 5d).

Figure 6 shows the SGS heat transport and its separation into the nonlocal and local parts for the SW case, in which the relative importance of wind shear (i.e., $u/w^\prime$) is larger than in the BF case (cf. Table 2). The reference profile indicates the larger entrainment flux ratio as revealed by previous studies (Kim et al. 2003; Angevine 2005; Conzemius and Fedorovich 2006a), and the NEW experiment well reproduces it. On the other hand, the SGS transport is more underestimated in the mixed layer and overestimated in the surface layer compared to the BF case (cf. Figs. 6a and 4a), and this is in line with the errors in the local transport (Fig. 6c). In the SW case, there is almost no resolved transport in the YSU experiment, because the YSU PBL scheme parameterizes almost all the heat transport (not shown, but very similar to Figs. 4d–f and Figs. 5c,d).

Figure 7 presents the grid-size dependence of the total (black), resolved (red), and SGS (blue) vertical heat transports in the PBL. Note that the NEW and YSU results are normalized by the reference total (resolved
The reference total transport does not vary by grid resolution. For the BF case (Figs. 7a–c) the NEW experiment well reproduces the grid-size dependency derived from the reference data, while the model slightly underestimates the SGS partition in the mixed layer at $\Delta = 250$ m and $\Delta = 500$ m (Fig. 7b) and overestimates it in the entrainment zone at $\Delta = 1000$ m (Fig. 7c). The new model also well follows the reference data for the SW (Figs. 7d–f), except for the overestimated SGS transport in the surface layer at all three resolutions (Fig. 7d) and in the upper layers at $\Delta = 1000$ m (Figs. 7e,f). Despite the shortcomings, the new algorithm improves the modeled grid-size dependency compared to the YSU scheme. For both BF and SW cases, the YSU scheme shows large positive biases in the computed SGS partition, and its grid-size dependency is small. This is consistent with the performance of an eddy-diffusivity mass flux (EDMF) scheme (Pergaud et al. 2009) evaluated by Honnert et al. (2011). Honnert et al. showed that the ratio of the parameterized SGS TKE calculated by the EDMF scheme is almost 1 for $\Delta_\ast = 1$ and 0.8 for $\Delta_\ast = 0.25$ [cf. Fig. 14f in Honnert et al. (2011)], very similar to the ratio calculated by the YSU PBL scheme. They also revealed that the resolved energy and transport do not dominate the corresponding parameterized parts in the gray zone regardless of the

Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for (a),(c) SGS nonlocal and (b),(d) SGS local vertical heat transport profiles.
length scale used in computing the eddy diffusivity, within the EDMF scheme framework they used.

3) ENERGY SPECTRUM AND HORIZONTAL VARIANCES

To further investigate the ability of the PBL models to accurately resolve dry convection at various scales and to dissipate small-scale motions, two-dimensional energy spectra are calculated (Figs. 8 and 9). The NEW and YSU simulations are affected by an implicit sixth-order numerical diffusion due to the fifth-order horizontal advection scheme used (cf. Skamarock 2004). For a better comparison with the simulations, the reference fields are filtered by a sixth-order numerical filter before computing the spectra.

Figure 8 presents the two-dimensional spectra for the BF case. For $D = 250$ m, the energy spectra from the NEW experiment follow the reference $w$ spectra in the mixed layer well, while the YSU scheme removes too much energy (Figs. 8a,d). Note that the large-eddy simulation for the BF case reaches a quasi-equilibrium state at $t_0$. The NEW experiment also reaches an equilibrium state roughly at $t_0$, whereas the YSU experiment has a local energy peak near the smallest resolved scales (Fig. 8a). At $D = 500$ m and $D = 1000$ m, both NEW and YSU simulations show local energy peaks near $\lambda = 2\Delta$ for the $t_0-3t_0$ periods (Figs. 8b,c), whereas the energy peaks move to larger scales for the $3t_0-4t_0$ periods (Figs. 8e,f). This is because the energy peaks of the numerical experiments for $D = 500$ m and $D = 1000$ m continue to move to larger scales after $t_0$ and approach a quasi-equilibrium state roughly at $2t_0$ and $3t_0$, respectively (not shown). Note that Ching et al. (2014) demonstrated that the growth rate of perturbations is inversely proportional to grid size (smallest resolved scales), because the superadiabatic layer in the lower CBL allows generation of modeled convectively induced secondary circulations (M-CISCs). The different time for reaching an equilibrium state according the resolution in our results also indicates the grid-size-dependent growth rate of the perturbations. This indicates that the M-CISCs and the accompanying spinup problem remain unsolved at gray-zone resolutions in the NEW experiment, even though resolution dependency is considered in the algorithm.

After reaching the equilibrium state, the results from the NEW experiment show an improvement over those from the YSU experiment at $D = 500$ m (Fig. 8e), but the energy is still weakly underestimated at almost all relevant scales. Compared to the spectrum for the finer-resolution simulations, the energy spectrum for the 1000-m resolution is less affected by the vertical transport algorithm at small scales (Fig. 8f). At that resolution, the SGS transport is comparable to the total transport (cf. Figs. 1 and 7), and the grid-size dependency function approaches 1 (cf. Fig. 2a). Therefore, the differences between the NEW and YSU experiments are mainly from the total nonlocal transport profile, rather than from the inclusion of the scale dependency. Moreover, the spectral peak scale ($1-2z_i$) is below the effective resolution ($6-7\Delta$) for $D = 1000$ m (cf. Skamarock 2004), and the numerical diffusion by the fifth-order horizontal advection scheme dominates the energy spectrum, resulting in a smaller contribution from the SGS parameterization except for the scales larger than the effective resolution.

The two-dimensional spectra for the SW case are shown in Fig. 9. Compared to the BF case (cf. Fig. 8), the YSU scheme underestimates the resolved energy even more in the case (note that the scale on the $y$ axis is different between Figs. 8 and 9). This figure confirms the improvement in resolved motions by the new model in different stability conditions, even though the resolved energy is still underestimated at $D = 1000$ m (Fig. 9c).
The resolved horizontal variances (e.g., $\langle w^2 \rangle$, $\langle \theta^2 \rangle$, and $\langle u'^2 \rangle$) measure the horizontal variability, as well as the resolved energy ($\langle c^2 \rangle R(\lambda) = \int_{-\lambda+2\pi/D}^{\lambda-2\pi/D} E_0(\kappa) \, d\kappa$, where $D$ is the size of the simulation domain). The horizontal variability profiles of the NEW experiment well follow the reference profiles (Figs. 10a–c), while $\langle u'^2 \rangle$ is underestimated in the mixed layer and $\langle w^2 \rangle$ and $\langle \theta^2 \rangle$ are slightly overestimated in the mixed layer and entrainment layer, respectively. Nevertheless, the variances are closer to those of the reference for all variables at all resolutions considered, compared to those for the YSU experiment (Figs. 10d–f).

The overall improvements in the energy spectra and variance profiles indicate that the resolved fields of the gray-zone simulations can be improved by reducing the SGS transport, given reasonable total nonlocal and local transport profiles and scale-dependency functions.
4) WIND AND MOMENTUM TRANSPORT PROFILES

The momentum transport profile in the gray zone is computed by multiplying a scale-dependent function with the total momentum transport profile. The total transport profile is calculated according to the momentum transport algorithm implemented in the YSU PBL scheme (Hong et al. 2006). That is, the gamma term is kept for the total nonlocal momentum transport, while the term is replaced with the newly derived nonlocal transport profile for the heat transport [Eq. (4)]. Note that Frech and Mahrt (1995) mentioned that the gamma-type nonlocal momentum transport term cannot be formally justified, but the inadequacy of existing data does not allow improvement upon this gamma-type scheme (Mahrt and Gibson 1992; Frech and Mahrt 1995; Brown and Grant 1997).

Figure 11 shows that the SGS momentum transport decreases as $\Delta$ decreases in the NEW experiment,
according to the inclusion of the grid-size function (Fig. 11a). The transport for the YSU experiment is only weakly sensitive to the resolution, except in the lower PBL (Fig. 11b). In spite of the improvement in the SGS momentum transport, the resulting wind profiles still deviate from the reference profiles (Fig. 11c). However, the wind profiles for the NEW algorithm are closer to the reference profile compared to the YSU profiles (Fig. 11d).

b. Real-case simulations forced by analysis data

1) CASE DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To test the effects of the SGS transport algorithm in real case simulations, which are forced by analysis data, the 2002 International H2O Project (IHOP_2002; Weckwerth et al. 2004) fair-weather CBL is simulated using the WRF Model version 3.5.1. L10 conducted numerical simulations of the fair-weather CBL using earlier versions of the WRF Model (versions 2.1.2 and 3.0) for four selected days in the IHOP_2002 period. They used an earlier version of the YSU PBL scheme (as in WRF version 3.0) for vertical transport. We select one of the days, 20 June 2002, when the roll structures were observed and for which L10 conducted several idealized sensitivity tests with respect to grid size, numerical filter, and surface boundary conditions. Their simulation at 1-km grid spacing produced convective rolls. However, sensitivity tests revealed that the results were accidental; reducing the grid size led to narrower roll spacing and more irregular convection. As the grid-size-dependent convective rolls seem to be partly caused by the PBL scheme used, we expect an improvement in the simulated roll structures by using the new method.

A 24-h simulation is conducted, initialized at 1200 UTC 20 June 2002 by the operational National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Eta Model output (40-km resolution). Boundary conditions are forced by the same data every 6 h. We use the outermost domain (d01) with 9-km grid spacing (237 × 229), 1 km (391 × 229), and 333,333 m (201 × 201) (hereafter, 333 m, rounded off to a whole number) grid spacing. The physics package used is the same as in L10, but there have been several updates in each physics scheme from the earlier version of WRF used in L10 to version 3.5.1.
2) RESULTS

For the real-case convective roll simulations in this subsection, we use a roll coordinate system with $x$ axis along the rolls and $y$ axis cross the rolls (cf. Fig. 13a). The along-roll wind is designated by $u$ and the cross-roll wind is designated by $v$, as defined in roll studies (e.g., LeMone 1973). Note that this definition is different with the traditional wind directions in modeling studies, where $u$ is the zonal wind.

Figure 13 shows the snapshot of simulated vertical velocity distributions over the d04 area (cf. Fig. 12) at the fifth model level (roughly at $z = 500$ m) at 1800 UTC 20 June 2002. The 1-km resolution runs simulate convective rolls in the south-southeast–north-northwest direction (Figs. 13a,c), as in L10. The modeled roll spacing is about 4–6 km [$\sim(3–4)z_i$] for both NEW and YSU experiments. Compared to the YSU experiment, the intensity of vertical motions, both updrafts and downdrafts, is strengthened in the NEW experiment. Results at $\Delta = 333$ m (Figs. 13b,d) are different from those of L10, whose idealized simulations showed that the modeled roll wavelength decreases and convection is more irregular and cellular with smaller grid size. The
Roll spacing in the 1-km NEW experiment is maintained in the 333-m NEW simulation with stronger vertical motions. In the 333-m YSU run, the convection in the downstream regions of the domain appears smaller and more irregular than the convection in the 1-km YSU run; however, the simulated convective rolls are larger and more organized than those in L10. We repeated the YSU experiment using the YSU PBL code in WRF version 3.0, and the results were between those in L10 and Fig. 13d (not shown). This indicates that the cellular convection that appeared at the 333- and 200-m YSU experiment in L10 is partly due to the PBL scheme used, while other major factors also influence the result (i.e., factors different from the experimental setup of this study, such as idealized initial and boundary conditions, surface forcing, nesting, and others). Determination of these factors is beyond the scope of this study.

Vertical cross sections of $w$ and roll-scale cross-roll wind ($y_r$) along the cross line C1 (cf. Fig. 13a) are presented in Fig. 14. Here, the roll-scale wind ($y_r$) is simply calculated by subtracting d04-averaged $v$ from each grid value, since it was shown that $v$ energy is strongly concentrated in the roll frequency (LeMone 1973) and the lower-frequency motions are removed by subtracting the domain average. Figure 14 shows several typical features of convective rolls: the updrafts can be explained by the convergence of $v$ and $v$ reverses its direction near the roll top. As can be expected from Fig. 13, as well as from the idealized simulation results, the circulations are stronger in the NEW experiment (cf. Figs. 14a,c and 14b,d).

Figure 15 shows the vertical cross sections farther north, for the NEW experiment: along the cross lines C2 and C3 (cf. Fig. 13a). At $\Delta = 1000$ m, the roll spacing and roll circulations found along C1 are approximately kept in the farther downstream regions (cf. Fig. 14a and Figs. 15a,b). On the other hand, at $\Delta = 333$ m (Figs. 14b and 15c,d) the wide and regularly spaced updrafts along C1 split into the narrower and more irregular motions, especially along C3 (Fig. 15d). The updrafts are much narrower and unevenly distributed in the YSU experiment (not shown), as can be expected from Fig. 13.

This dependency of the convection structures on the distance from the inflow boundaries indicates the presence of the nesting effects. For neutral and weakly convective boundary layers Mirocha et al. (2014) showed that a nesting does not yield turbulence on the nested domain until some distance from the inflow boundaries. On the other hand, Park et al. (2014) found a significant reflection and distortion of the waves and accumulated noise in the downstream regions owing to the nesting, via their idealized baroclinic wave simulations. In the gray-zone simulations such as ours it is hard to distinguish the turbulence signal and small-scale noise, thus, difficult to isolate the effects of the SGS parameterization from other numerical and practical issues. Further analysis is necessary to clarify the effects of the SGS parameterization in the nested gray-zone simulations.

4. Summary and conclusions

This study investigated the effects of grid-size dependency in parameterized vertical heat transport to convective boundary layer (CBL) simulations at gray-zone resolutions. Our research was motivated by a few previous studies, which showed that conventional non-local PBL parameterizations, popularly used in meso-scale modeling, tends to excessively suppress resolved energy by parameterizing the total transport regardless of model resolution. Since there is no SGS transport parameterization designed for gray-zone simulations yet, we introduced a vertical transport algorithm for reducing the SGS heat transport by fitting to the LES output, based on the study of Shin and Hong (2013).

The algorithm possesses three features. First, nonlocal transport by the strong updrafts of organized structures and local transport by the remaining small-scale eddies are separately treated because they have different grid-size dependencies. Second, SGS nonlocal transport is calculated by multiplying a grid-size dependency function with the total nonlocal transport profile. The total nonlocal transport profile is obtained through linear fitting to the LES results, maintaining the basic role of nonlocal transport—cooling the surface layer, heating the mixed layer, and the entrainment. This is a complete change from the gradient-adjust gamma term in the $K$-profile models. Finally, SGS local transport is
formulated by multiplying a grid-size dependency with the total local transport profile. The total local transport is calculated using an eddy-diffusivity formula, as in the conventional PBL parameterization.

The results from the new algorithm were evaluated against the LES outcomes and compared with those from the conventional nonlocal, $K$-profile YSU PBL parameterization. Idealized CBLs forced by $(w, u) = (0.2 \text{ K m s}^{-1}, 10.0 \text{ m s}^{-1})$ and $(0.05 \text{ K m s}^{-1}, 10.0 \text{ m s}^{-1})$ were simulated at gray-zone resolutions of $\Delta = 250$, 500, and 1000 m. The new algorithm produces mean temperature profiles closer to the LES results compared
to the YSU scheme. Between the two biggest modifications from the YSU PBL scheme (a change in the total nonlocal transport profile and inclusion of the scale dependency), the improvement in the mean profiles is mainly due to the revised total nonlocal transport profile fit to the LES data. The grid-size dependency functions help the resolved motions and resolved transport profiles improved via accurately computing the SGS transport profiles at different resolutions. The time-averaged energy spectrum indicates the increase in resolved variability achieved by the SGS improvement. However, the new algorithm shows a spinup problem, and the quasi-equilibrium state is reached later than in the large-eddy simulation, consistent with a previous study by Ching et al. (2014). Application of the algorithm to the convective-roll simulations forced by the

![Fig. 14. The $y-z$ cross sections of $w$ (m s$^{-1}$) (shaded) and $v_x$ (m s$^{-1}$) (contour) at 1800 UTC 20 Jun 2002 along the cross line C1 (cf. Fig. 13a): from the NEW experiment for (a) $\Delta = 1000$ m and (b) $\Delta = 333$ m, and from the YSU experiment for (c) $\Delta = 1000$ m and (d) $\Delta = 333$ m. Note that shaded intervals are different between the resolutions.](image-url)
analysis data confirmed that the roll structures simulated by the new algorithm are more robust and the modeled circulations are stronger than the rolls produced by the conventional $K$-profile PBL parameterization.

Even though the new algorithm improved the gray-zone simulations in a three-dimensional simulation framework, the algorithm with the empirical fitting curve introduced here needs to be further improved and evaluated to cover more situations that occur in nature. The effects of surface and entrainment-layer wind shear, as well as the surface fluxes, are considered in the current prescribed profile, but the model is still limited to dry CBLs and does not cover moist convection situations (e.g., cloudy boundary layers). The parameterization for SGS momentum transport and scalar transports, and the spinup problem need to be
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APPENDIX

A Brief Summary of the Benchmark LES and Reference Data

The reference data were produced to quantify the resolved and SGS vertical transports for 25 ≤ Δ ≤ 8000 m. The benchmark LES was conducted for four CBL cases, which was driven by a constant surface heat flux (w'θ'$_{SFC}$) and geostrophic wind in the x direction (U$_x$): (w'θ'$_{SFC}$, U$_x$) = (0.20 K m s$^{-1}$, 5.0 m s$^{-1}$), (0.20 K m s$^{-1}$, 10.0 m s$^{-1}$), (0.05 K m s$^{-1}$, 5.0 m s$^{-1}$), and (0.05 K m s$^{-1}$, 15.0 m s$^{-1}$). Then, through spatially filtering the benchmark LES results for each Δ, the reference data were constructed.

a. The benchmark LES

For the benchmark LES run, the LES version of the WRF Model was used, and the simulation was performed over an 8 km × 8 km domain (D = 8 km) with a horizontal LES grid size of Δ$_{LES}$ = 25 m. The model top is at 2 km with 100 vertical layers. Periodic boundary conditions were used in the x and y directions. For the LES SGS turbulence model, a three-dimensional parameterization using a TKE equation (Deardorff 1980) was used, with some modifications to consider the effects of grid anisotropies (Catalano and Moeng 2010; Scotti et al. 1993). Note that, in Shin and Hong (2013, hereafter SH13), the model top and the number of vertical layers used were 3.5 km and 120, respectively; they used Rayleigh damping in the upper 1 km. However, the differences in the benchmark LES setup do not change the findings in this study.

b. The reference data for the SGS transport

The benchmark LES domain (D × D) consists of K grids (or subdomains) of size Δ × Δ: Δ = (D/Δ)$^2$. On the other hand, J LES grids of size Δ$_{LES}$ × Δ$_{LES}$ compose each subdomain Δ × Δ: J = (Δ/Δ$_{LES}$)$^2$. Hereafter, the small letter k is used to refer to the kth subdomain in the LES domain, and j refers to the jth LES grid in the kth subdomain.

For each kth subdomain, the SGS vertical transport of any arbitrary variable φ is defined as

$$\overline{w'φ^\Delta_k} = J^{-1} \sum_j [(w_{j,k} - \overline{w})φ_{j,k} - \overline{φ^\Delta_k}] + F'^{\phi,w}_j.$$ (A1)

Here, $\overline{φ^\Delta_k} = J^{-1} \sum_j φ_{j,k}$ and $F'^{\phi,w}_j$ is the SGS vertical transport at Δ$_{LES}$ computed by the LES SGS model.

The SGS transport is decomposed into nonlocal and local transports (Siebesma and Cuijpers 1995; Siebesma et al. 2007). Here, the nonlocal transport is defined as the vertical transport via strong updrafts of coherent structures (e.g., thermals, rolls, and cells), and local transport via remaining small-scale turbulences:

$$\overline{w'φ^\Delta_k}_{NL} = a^\Delta(1 - a^\Delta)(w_u^\Delta - w_e^\Delta)(φ_u^\Delta - φ_e^\Delta),$$ (A2)

$$\overline{w'φ^\Delta_k}_{L} = [a^\Delta w'^\Delta u + (1 - a^\Delta)w'^\Delta e] + F'^{\phi,w}_k.$$ (A3)

The subscript $u$ ($e$) denotes an average over the strong-updrafts (remaining environment) area for the kth subdomain. An overbar with the superscript $u$ ($e$) refers to the average of fluctuations with respect to the strong-updrafts (remaining environment) averaged values. The $a$ is the fractional area covered by the coherent structures.

It is worth noting that there is no unique and strict way to separate the nonlocal transport from the local transport. Identifying the coherent structures is a fundamental problem as there is no spectral gap between these two types of motion, and each conditional sampling
method involves its own parameters that have no unique optimal values (Couvreur et al. 2010; Hellsten and Zilitinkevich 2013).

However, despite of the uncertainty in the sampling method there are several common features of the organized structures, regardless of the method used: the area fraction of the convective structures (less than 0.5) and the relative contribution of the nonlocal transport to the total (nonlocal plus local) transport (more than 50%) (LeMone 1976; Young 1988; Couvreux et al. 2010). SH13 showed that the two conditional sampling methods used for obtaining their grid-size dependency functions well reproduce the common characteristics (cf. section 4a and Fig. 8 in SH13). Moreover, the two methods came to the similar conclusion in terms of the two important parameters considered in the present study: the ratio of the SGS nonlocal transport \( f_{nl} \) to the total (nonlocal plus local) SGS transport, and the grid-size dependency functions of the nonlocal and local transports \( P_{NL} \) and \( P_{L} \).

For more details, refer to SH13. Note that SH13 produced their reference data based on previous studies by Dorrestijn et al. (2013) and Honnert et al. (2011).
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